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ORDERS OF ENDv(M) AND U(ENDv(M))
FOR f. g. TORSION MODULE M OVER p. i. d. D

EUNG TAl KlM

1. Introduction

In this paper we find the orders of the endomorphism ring Endv(M)
and its unit group U(Endv(M)) for the finitely generated torsion module
over the principal ideal domain D whose residue class fields modulo prime
ideals in D are all finite.

If M( *0) is a finitely generated module over the p. i. d. D, M is the
direct sum of cyclic modules: M=D%lrct}···rct}Dzs such that

ann %l;;2ann %2;;2 ... ;;2 ann %so ann %i=l=D

and the ideals ann %i are unique for module M. If the module M is the
torsion module and if we put ann %i= (d i), d i are nonzeros, nonunits
and d dd 21 ... Ids' We call d 1> d 2' "', d s the invariant factors of the torsion
module M. If d i=Pi,lei,tPi,{i,2"'Pi,t/i,ti is the prime-power
decomposition of di, then there exist Xi,It Xi,2, "', Xi,tiEM such that

DZi=Dxi.lrct}· .. rct}Dxi,ti' annXi,j = (h/i,i).

We call Pi,jei,i(l::;;:'i::;;:'s, l::;;:'j::;;:'ti) the elementary divisors of M.
Now let D be a principal ideal domain. We denote the cardinal number

of the residue class ring Dj (a) modulo ideal (a) r;;D by N(a) (the norm
of a). Then it is easily verified that N(a)N(b) =N(ab) for any a, bED,
and N(ab) is finite if and only if N(a) and N(b) are finite.

The following lemma can be found in [2J.

LEMMA 1.1. Let P be a prime element in p. i. d. D and let e be a positive
integer. Suppose that N(p) is finite. Then the order of the general linear
group GL(n,Dj(pe)) is given by

N(p)en2(1- N
1(p) ) (1 1) (1 1)N(p)2 ..• - N(p)n .
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2. Endomorphism ring Endn(M)

We consider the problem of explicitly determining the ring Endn(M)
of endomorphisms of finitely generated module M over p. i. d. D. and
we will find the order of Endn(M) when M is the torsion module.

THEOREM 2.1. Let M=DzlfB···tf)Dzs where the order ideals ann z;
= (d;) satisfy ann zl'2and Z2'2 .•• '2 ann Zs and ann Z;*O for i:5:,r but
ann z;=O if i>r. Then the ring Endn (M) is isomorphic to RIK where
R is the ring of matrices AEMats(D) of the form

au al2 .••.•• ···alr alr+l··· ···als
a2ld21dl a22 ·········a2r a2r+1······a2s

(*) A= arldrldl ar2drld2···arr arr+1······ars , a;jED
o 0 ..•..•.•• 0 ar+1r+1·· ·ar+1s

o 0 .•. ... •.. 0 asr+l····· •ass

whose lower left-hand corner consists of 0's, all the indicated a;j are arb
itrary, and the (i, j) entry for j<i:5:,r is a;jd;/dj> and K is the ideal
in R of the matrices of the form

budl bl2dc····blrdc····blsdl
b2ld l b22d2······b242··· ···b2sd2

(**)

o 0 0 0

whose (i,j) entry is 0 if i>r, b;jd; if i:5:,r and i:5:,j:5:,s,bijdj if j<i:5:,
r, and all the indicated b;j are arbitrary.

Proof. Let 1JEEndn(M) and suppose 1J(Zj) =wjEM, l:5:,j:5:,s.
$

Then if xEM, x=~ ajzj> ajED and hence
i=1

1J(x) =1J(~ajzj) = ~aj1J(zj) = ~ajwj.

This shows that 1J is determined by its effect on the generators z; of M.
Moreover, djwj=dj1J (Zj) =1J(dp) =0, which shows that ann wj'2ann
Zj, so if ann Wj=(gj), then gj is arbitrary if j>r, and gjldj if j:5:,r.

Conversely, suppose that for all j we pick an element wjEM such
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that ann Wj ~ann Zj. Suppose xEM and x= ~ajzj=~bjzj are two
representations of x. Then we have aj-bjEann Zj. So aj-bjEann Wj

and consequently ~ajwj = ~bjwj' This shows that 1j : ~ajzj~~ajwj

is a map of M into M. Direct verification shows that 1jEEndD(M).
Our result is the following. We have a bijection 1j~(Wh "', w.) of

the ring EndD(M) onto the set of s-tuples of elements of M satisfying

ann wj~ann Zj. We now write Wj=± C;jZi, c;jED and we associate
,=1

with the s-tuple (WI' .. ', w.) the matrix A=[Cij] in the ring Mat.(D)
of sXs matrices with entries in D. This matrix may not be uniquely
determined since C;j may be replaced by c;/ such that Ci/==Cij (mod d;)
if is;,r. This is the only alternation which can be made without changing
the Wj. The condition that ann Wj ~ann Zj is equivalent to

cijdj==O(mod d;).

This, of course, means that there exists eij E D such that Cijdj = die;j.
Hence the above condition is equivalent to the following condition on the
matrix A: there exists a matrix E=[eij]EMat.(D) such that

A diag {dh dz, "', d.} =diag {dI , dz, ''', d.} E.

The set R of matrices A satisfying the above condition is a subring of
Mat.(D). Any A= [c;j] ER determines an 1jE EndD(M) such that 1j(Zj)
= ~CijZ;. It is easy to verify that the map A~ 1j is an epimorphism
of R onto EndD(M). It is clear that 1j=0 if and only if cij==O(mod d i)
for A= [Cij]. Hence the kernel K of our homomorphism is the set of
matrices A such that

A=diag {dlt d z, "', d.} Q

where QEMat.(D), and EndD(M) ~R/K.
Now a more explicit determination of the ring of matrices R can be

made if we make use of the conditions on d i that d;ldj if i s;,js;,r,
and di=O if i>r. The conditions cijdj==O(mod d i) then imply:

Cij is arbitrary if i s;, j since in this case dj ==0 (mod d i) ;
Cij=O if i~r and js;,r since in this case di=O and dr*"O;
Cij is arbitrary if i, j>r since d;=dj =0 in this case;
cij==O(mod d;/dj ) if j<is;,r.

Therefore changing the notation slightly we see that the matrix A of R
has the above form (*) in the theorem.

Now let A=[CiJEK~R and A is the matrix of the form(*). Then
every entry of i-th row of A is a multiple of d i, so if i>r every (i, j)
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entry is 0 since di=O, and when j<i~r, dil (aijdddj) if and only if
dj laij'

Hence the matrix of K is the form (**) in the theorem.

THEOREM 2.2. Let M be the finitely generated torsion module over the
p. i. d. D and let dh d2, "', dr be the invariant factors of M such that
d1 Id21···ldr• If N(dr) is finite, then the order of EndD(M) is given by

r

TI N(d-)2r-2j+1.
j=l J

Proof. Since M is the tosion module r=s in Theorem 2.1, and
every 7}EEndD(M) is represented by a matrix AER of them form

all aI2········· 'alr
A= a2ld21dl a22· .. •··· .. 'a2r

arldrldlar2drlil2 "'arr

Let T i be a complete set of residues modulo d i for each i(l~i~r).

Then by Theorem 2. 1 any aij can be replaced by the unique ail in
T i, or Tj . Hence we may assume aij E T i if i ~j. Similarly, we may
assume aijETj if i>j. Matrices AER satisfying these conditions will be
called normalized by the sets T h T 2, "', T r. It is clear that the map
A ----';l> 7} restricted to normalized matrices of R is a bijection onto EndD
(M). Therefore the order of EndD(M) is the same as the number of
the normalized matrices. Since N(dr)=ITrl is finite and d1 Id21···ldr,
all N(dj ) = IT j I are finite. Hence

IEndD(M) I= TIN(di) • TIN(dj)
;5.j i>j

=N(dl)rN(d2)r-I"'N(dr-I)2N(dr) X
N(dl)r-IN(d2)r-2"'N(dr_l)

= N(dl)2r-1N(d2)2r-3 ...N(dr- l ) 3N(dr)
r

= TIN(d·)2r-2j+1.
j=l J

3. Unit group U(EndD(M))

Let M be a finitely generated torsion module over a p. i. d. D, and
for each prime element pED, let M(P) = {zEMlann z= (pn) for some
n;;::: I}. Then there exist finite number of nonassociate prime elements
PI, "', Pr in D such that
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M=M(Pl) EB···EBM(Pr)'

In this case, it is easy to verify that

EndD(M) :=EndD(M(Pl»EB···EBEndD(M(Pr» ,
U(EndD(M»:= U(EndD(M(PI») X···X U(EndD(M(Pr»)

Now assume that every element of the module M has order ideal which
is a power of the fixed prime element p in D. Then M is a direct sum
of cyclic D-modules of order ideals (pOll), .. ', (p"r) respectively, where
1 :::;; nl :::;; nz :::;; ... :::;; nr, that is,

M=Dz1EB···EBDzr,
ann Zi=(p"i), l:::;;i:::;;r.

Then by Theorem 2. 1 EndD(M) is isomorphic onto the ring R/K
where R is the ring of matrices of the form

all alZ ·········alr
p"2-"la21 azz .•...... ·aZr

A= .........••.•..•..•.. ,aijED

p"r-"larl p"r-"2ar2·· ·arr
and K is the ideal of R of matrices of the form

(**)

p"lbrl p1l2br2 ···· "p"rbrr

LEMMA 3.1. Let P be a prime element of p. i. d. D, nl> n2, "', nr be
positive integers such that nl:::;; nz :::;; .,. :::;; nr• Let R be the ring of matrices
of the above form (*) and let K be the ideal of R of matrices of the
above form (**). Then for an element A=A+KER/K, AE U(R/ K)
if and only if (Det(A),p) =1.

Proof. If AE U(R/ K) there exists BE U(R/ K) such that AB=AB=
BA=l, i.e.,

p"lbll p"lb1Z······p"lb1r
AB=I+ p"lb21 p1l2b22······P"2bzr

p"lbr1 p"2brz ··· .·.p"rbrr

Therefore (Det(A» (Det(B» =Det(AB) =1 +pc for some cED hence
(Det(A) , p) =1. Conversely suppose (Det(A),p) =1 for AER/K. We
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can easily verify that the adjoint matrix Adj (A) of A is also an element

of R. Then

Adj(A)A=AAdj(A) =Det (A) I

and there exist u,vEDsuch that Det(A)u-p"rv=l, since(Det(A),p"r)
=1. Then,

uAdj(A)A=A(u Adj(A» =uDet(A) I
= (1+p"rv)I=I+p"rvI, p"rvIEK.

Therefore A uAdj(A) =uAdj(A)A=l, so AE U(R/ K).

THEOREM 3. 2. Let M be a finitely generated torsion module over p. i.
d. D which has the elementary divisors p"l,p"2, ... ,p"r, l~nl~···~nr>

for some fixed prime element p in D. Assume that

1~nl = ... =nk<O<n.hv+1 = ••. =nkw+k(2)< .•.
···<nk(l)+··+kCs-V+l = .. ,=nk(l)+···+kCs) =nr·

Then if N(p) isjinite,· the order of U(Endv(M» is given by

where
s s

a=~ ~nkw+"'+kCminCjj))k(i)k(j),
i=lj=l ' '

QkW (p) = (1 :N~P») (1- N(~)2) ... (1 Nc])k(j))

Proof. We denote nkW =111 nkW+k(2) =12, "', nkClH...+kCs) =ls. Then by
the above remark any 7]EEnd:v(M) is represented by the matrix of the
form

/ All A l2 A l3·········Als
p12-11A21 A 22 A 23·········A2s

A= p13-llA31 p13-I2A32 A 33·•· .. ····A3.s

pls-IlAsl pls-12As2 pls-13As3···A.ls

where A jj is a k(i) Xk(j) matrix whose entries are in a prescribed
complete set of residues modulo pl; if i~j and modulo pl; if i>j,
respectively. Thus A jj is regarded as a matrix in MatkCj)XkCj) (D/ (pl;»
if i~j and it is regarded as a matrix in Matk(i)xkej) (D/pIj» if i>j.

Now U(Endv(M» ~ U(R/ K), so IU(Endv(M» I= I U(R/ K) I.
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We may write A=Ao+P where

All A I2 ···· ..A I2 0
o A22 ······A2s p1z-11A21, P=

0·········0
0·········0

o 0 ... ···Ass pl.-llA.1 pl.-lzAs2"·O

Then utilizing Lemma 3. 1 for AE RIK, we have
A E U(RI K) {::=? (Det (A), p) = 1 {::=? (Det (Ao), p) = 1

{::=? (Det(Ajj),p) =1 for all i,

since p is a prime element in D, 1 ::;;i1<i2< "'<is and Det(Ao) =

TIDet(A jj). Thus if AEU(RIK), every k(i)Xk(i) matrix A jj IS
;=1

regarded as a matrix in the general linear gorup GL(k(i), Dlpl;».
Now suppose that N(p) is finite. Then, since the order of group

GL(k(i) , DI(pl;» is given by N(p)l;kej)Z QkW(P) where QW)(p)=

(1- N ~P) ) (1- N (~) 2 ) ••• (1- N (:) k(j)) by Lemma 1. 1, and the

number of choices for Aij is N(p)l;k(j)kCj) when i<j and N(P)ljk(j)k(j)
when i>j respectively, it follows that the order of U(RI K) is given by

nN(p)l;kWkCj) nN(p)li(j)kCj) fI N(p)l;kCj)Z QW) (p) =N(p)afJ Qw) (p)
i<j i>j ;=1 ;;:}

where
s

a= 'L.ijk(i)k(j) + 'L,ijk(i)k(j) + 'L.i jkCi)2
i<j i> j ;=1

THEOREM 3. 3. Let M be a finiteiy generated torsion moduie over a p.
i. d. D which has eiementary divisors

p;.n;',l,p/;"Z, ""p;.n;'.r" 1::;;J.::;;t,

where PI, P2, "', Pt are nonassociate prime eiements in D such that N (PI),
N(P2) , "',N(Pt) are all finite and 1::;;n.<,I::;;···::;;n;',r, for all J..

Assume that

1 ::;;n)..1 = .,. =n).,kC).,J)<n).,kU,IHl = '" =n).,kC)..IHkC).,2)< ..•
. ··<n.<, kc;',I)+···+k().,scJ)+1 = ... =n)..kc;., IH·"+kC).,s,) =n)., r"

Then the order of U(EndD(M» is given by
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j $1, $1.

fl'l= tE. ~?jnl. k<l._l>+":k<l.mi~(i.j))k(:'{, i)k(A., j),

Ql.k<l.j) (h) = (1- N(~l) ) (1- N(~l)2) "'(1 N(h~~(l,j;J
Proof. Let M(Pl) = {zEMlann z= (pr) for some integer m~I}. Then

M=M(Pt) (jJM(P2) (jJ .. ·(jJM(pt) ,
EndD(M) ~EndD(M(Pt»(jJ·.. (jJEndD(M(Pt»,

U(EndD(M» ~ U(EndD(M(pl») x ...... X U(EndD(M(Pt») ,

and Plnl,l, "', Plnl. r1 are elementary divisors of M(h) for each A. There
fore by Theprem 3. 2, we have the desired order of the unit group
U(Endj,(M».
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